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Summary of the Petition for Certiorari 

 This Court must grant certiorari in order to protect the longstanding rule that litigants 

must not destroy evidence.   

 The Opinion by the Court of Appeals in Robinson v. Martin Food Stores, et al., No. 

2014-CA-01457-COA (July 19, 2016) affirmed a trial court’s grant of summary judgment to a 

company in a premises liability case where a man fell in a store and was hurt.  Yet the Court’s 

affirmance came despite the reality that the company confessed it either lost or destroyed key 

evidence.   

 The grocery store admitted there were 32 high-resolution cameras in its store, and its 

employees testified under oath they had recorded footage of Mr. Robinson’s fall.  Indeed, the 

employees told how they watched the footage, and backed it up and forwarded it to try and 

determine exactly what had had caused the man to fall.  The video was so sharp the employees 

testified they could see the puddle that caused Mr. Robinson’s fall, and could even identify other 

people from the recording.  At the same time, the employees made a written incident report of 

what happened.   

 Yet not one second of this high-definition footage was produced in discovery.  Nor was 

the incident report disclosed.  It had all simply disappeared, and counsel for the store even 

confessed “we don’t have the incident report any longer,” as if it had gotten up and left the store 

under its own power.   

 Over 15 years ago this Supreme Court crafted a mechanism to prevent the destruction of 

evidence.  Once evidence is lost or destroyed, even if the loss was unintentional, the Court ruled 

that a party is allowed a jury instruction on spoliation.  Despite this powerful rule, the Court of 

Appeals determined that if the evidence is the sole information in the plaintiff’s favor, he will be 

unable to hurdle summary judgment.  The practical effect is to neuter Supreme Court precedent 
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that bars the destruction of evidence by a litigant—as a party will never be able to make the 

journey to trial if his case is dismissed at the summary judgment stage.   

 Further, the Opinion by the Court of Appeals creates an outright incentive for a party to 

destroy evidence and thwarting the Rules of Civil Procedure by resurrecting gamesmanship.  The 

Opinion rewards parties who have lost or even intentionally destroyed material evidence by 

immunizing them from liability.  This violates precedent and goes against the spirit and letter of 

our Rules of Civil Procedure. 

 This departure from precedent merits certiorari review by this Court, and therefore Mr. 

Robinson respectfully requests that the Court grant this Petition, REVERSE the affirmance by 

the Court of Appeals of summary judgment, and REMAND for a trial.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 Rule 17 (a)(1) provides that the Supreme Court may review “[c]ases in which it appears 

that the Court of Appeals has rendered a decision which is in conflict with a prior decision of the 

Court of Appeals or published Supreme Court decision.”   

 As required by Rule 17 of the Mississippi Rules of Appellate Procedure, a copy of the 

opinion and judgment of the Court of Appeals and a copy of the motion for rehearing is attached 

to this petition as Exhibits “A” and “B,” respectively.   

SPECIFIC CONFLICTS WITH PUBLISHED DECISIONS 

I. The Court of Appeals Opinion Deviates from Binding Supreme Court Precedent. 

 

 For over a decade, the Supreme Court has been clear that the destruction or loss of 

evidence by a party warrants a negative inference at trial.  Yet the Opinion by the Court of 

Appeals tightly restricts this precedent, in doing so weakening the very purpose of the Supreme 

Court’s ruling in the first place.   
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 In Mississippi, “[w]hen evidence is lost or destroyed by one party (the ‘spoliator’), thus 

hindering the other party’s ability to prove his case, a presumption is raised that the missing 

evidence would have been unfavorable to the party responsible for its loss.” Thomas v. Isle of 

Capri Casino, 781 So. 2d 125, 133 (Miss. 2001).  This presumption that the lost evidence was 

unfavorable is wide-ranging:  “the inference thus does not necessarily apply to any specific fact 

in the cause, but operates indefinitely though strongly against the whole mass of alleged facts 

constituting his cause.” Id. (quoting 2 J. Wigmore, Evidence § 278, at 133).   

 While some states only allow spoliation to apply when there has been evidence of bad 

faith, as a matter of public policy Mississippi applies the presumption of unfavorable evidence 

regardless if the destruction was merely negligent or in bad faith.  Id. “Requiring an innocent 

litigant to prove fraudulent intent on the part of the spoliator would result in placing too onerous 

a burden on the aggrieved party.” Id.  “To hold otherwise would encourage parties with weak 

cases to ‘inadvertently’ lose particularly damning evidence and then manufacture ‘innocent’ 

explanations for the loss.” Id. “In this way, the spoliator could essentially destroy evidence and 

then require the innocent party to prove fraudulent intent before the destruction of the evidence 

could be used against it.” Id.
1
   

 In this way, the Supreme Court created a balancing effect to offset the destruction of 

evidence.  If a party loses or destroys information, it will suffer from the loss by a presumption 

that the lost information was favorable to its opponent. 

                                                 
1
  Our State rule forbidding spoliation is broader than the federal rule of spoliation, as the Thomas 

rule applies regardless of whether the loss or destruction of evidence was negligent or intentional.  See 

Wallace v. Ford Motor Co., 2013 WL 3288435, at *5 (S.D. Miss. June 28, 2013) (“In Mississippi, the 

loss or destruction of evidence need not be intentional; negligent losses can also constitute spoliation,” as 

opposed to the Fifth Circuit’s requirement of bad faith); Whalen v. The Kroger Co., 2007 WL 2028932, at 

*3-4 (N.D. Miss. July 10, 2007) (allowing spoliation inference even though defendant claimed photos 

were only “lost in the mail”). 
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 Therefore the bright line rule of Thomas shifts the burden of proof, easing the difficulty 

of proving the case by the party who was harmed.  The Supreme Court did not create a limitation 

on when or how this “burden shifter” is applied, since its purpose is to halt the destruction of 

evidence.  As decreed in Thomas, courts should sweep aside any protests to the application of the 

rule, and even disregard contrary evidence.  Id. “Because the presumption of unfavorability is 

not solely confined to the specific issue of what information was contained in the missing 

evidence, the fact finder is free to draw a general negative inference from the act of spoliation, 

regardless of what the spoliator’s rebuttal evidence shows.” Id. (emphasis added). 

 Nonetheless, in 2012 the Court of Appeals wandered far afield from the spirit of the 

Rules and the clear anti-spoliation doctrine of Thomas—to the confines of the Second Circuit, 

which covers federal appeals in Connecticut, New York, and Vermont.  See Bolden v. Murray, 

97 So. 3d 710, 718 (Miss. Ct. App. 2012).  After multiple citations to the settled law of Thomas, 

the Court leapt some 1,000 miles from Mississippi and suddenly declared: 

Finally, for purposes of summary judgment, “the destruction [or spoliation] of 

evidence, standing alone,” is not “enough to allow a party who has produced no 

evidence—or utterly inadequate evidence—in support of a given claim to survive 

summary judgment on that claim.” Kronisch v. United States, 150 F.3d 112, 128 

(2d. Cir.1998). 

Id. at 718.  Adopted wholesale from dicta in a Second Circuit case, this new rule flatly 

contradicts the Supreme Court’s stern policy against spoliation announced in Thomas.
2
  It 

effectively requires “spoliation plus” other evidence in order to hurdle summary judgment.  As 

the Supreme Court recognized in Thomas, this premise is self-defeating and at times could not be 

met, because crucial information cannot be replicated.  There are many foreseeable situations 

where there is only one incident report, like in this case, or just one minute of relevant security 

camera footage.  If that unique and critical evidence is lost or destroyed, a party’s ability to 

                                                 
2
  This Supreme Court-defying rule also found purchase in a later decision of the Court of Appeals.  

See Cofield v. Imperial Palace of Mississippi LLC, 147 So. 3d 364, 367 (Miss. Ct. App. 2014). 
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hurdle the summary judgment standard is rendered impossible.  The Supreme Court’s rule in 

Thomas turned on a safety device that prevents harm from spoliation; the Bolden case from the 

Court of Appeals turns it off.   

 The Court of Appeals’ adoption of Second Circuit dicta dramatically raises the burden of 

summary judgment and incentivizes the destruction or “loss” of evidence.  Parties like the 

grocery store in this case will see that they can obtain dismissal of valid suits by simply “losing” 

evidence.  Even when they later admit that the evidence existed, it will not be enough to survive 

summary judgment.  This reduces litigation to a game of who can destroy evidence first, which 

undermines the integrity of the entire judicial system, and injects a virus directly into the Rules 

of Civil Procedure, which were crafted to cure exactly these types of situations.   

 As a result, to the extent that those cases and the one at hand conflict with Thomas, or 

eviscerate its clear rule against the destruction of evidence, they must be overruled.  See Rains v. 

Gardner, 731 So. 2d 1192, 1196 (Miss. 1999) (where the Supreme Court declared that the Court 

of Appeals is “duty bound to follow this Court’s precedent”); East Miss.  State Hosp. v. Callens, 

892 So. 2d 800, 805 (Miss. 2004) (Court of Appeals has recognized in its own jurisprudence that 

“as an intermediate appellate court it was duty-bound to follow” Supreme Court precedent); 

Hudson v. WLOX, Inc., 108 So. 3d 429, 432 (Miss. Ct. App. 2012) (“this court lacks authority to 

overrule Mississippi Supreme Court precedent”); Rivera-Guadiana v. State, 71 So. 3d 1221, 

1224 (Miss. Ct. App. 2011) (as an intermediate court, the Court of Appeals “must follow 

supreme court precedent”). 

 In this case, counsel for Mr. Robinson specifically asked for the discovery of video 

footage and all memoranda about the fall he suffered in the grocery store.  2:158.  The grocery 

store responded that it did not have any such footage, and at the summary judgment hearing, 

confessed “we don’t have the incident report any longer.” 3:17.  Nonetheless, employees of the 
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grocery store testified in depositions that there were indeed security cameras, that the tape had 

been watched, and that there had been an incident report contemporaneously prepared.  These 

facts are uncontested, and despite their presence, the trial court still granted summary judgment.
 3
  

The Court of Appeals deployed Bolden and Cofield to affirm.  As those cases contradict with 

clear Supreme Court precedent, they must be overruled, and summary judgment reversed. 

 Because the Opinion by the Court of Appeals departs from settled Supreme Court 

precedent, certiorari should be granted.   

II. The Opinion Creates an Incentive to Destroy Evidence. 

 Because the practical effect of the Court of Appeals’ Opinion will be to shield destroyers 

of evidence from any legal liability, it cannot be allowed to stand.  The Supreme Court’s rule in 

Thomas was meant to discourage spoliation, not encourage it.  The Opinion by the Court of 

Appeals does the opposite, and as a result it must be reversed. 

 In Thomas, the Supreme Court warned about the dangers of lost evidence, and why 

parties aggrieved by it had their burdens lifted:  “Requiring an innocent litigant to prove 

fraudulent intent on the part of the spoliator would result in placing too onerous a burden on the 

aggrieved party,” the Court reasoned.  781 So. 2d at 133.  “To hold otherwise would encourage 

parties with weak cases to ‘inadvertently’ lose particularly damning evidence and then 

                                                 
3
  Before addressing the merits of the appeal, the Court of Appeals first held that the issue of 

spoliation was waived. See Op. at ¶7-8.  However, the Court acknowledged that spoliation was raised in 

the hearing before the trial court, and further that the footage and incident report were asked for but never 

disclosed in discovery. Op. at ¶7.  The Court decided the record was “undeveloped” on these points, yet 

the record contains the discovery requests, deposition transcripts, admissions by counsel for the grocery 

store that the incident report was lost, and admissions by grocery store employees that there was high 

definition footage which was viewed, and that there was a “lost” incident report. 

 

In light of the reality that this was a grant of summary judgment when there is an uncontested loss of 

evidence, the Court should have used de novo review, looked at this evidence in the light most favorable 

to Mr. Robinson, and given him the benefit of the doubt.  See Bennett v. Hill-Boren, P.C., 52 So.3d 364, 

368 (Miss. 2011) (“When reviewing the evidence on summary judgment, the Court should view the 

evidence in the light most favorable to the nonmovant,” and “The nonmoving party is given the benefit of 

every reasonable doubt as to the existence of a genuine issue of material fact”). 
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manufacture ‘innocent’ explanations for the loss.” Id. “In this way, the spoliator could essentially 

destroy evidence and then require the innocent party to prove fraudulent intent before the 

destruction of the evidence could be used against it.” Id.   

 It is uncontested in this case that the Defendants no longer have the footage from any of 

the 32 cameras which silently observed Mr. Robinson’s fall, and even admitted that an incident 

report with crucial recorded impressions was lost as well.  The trial court ruled that without more 

evidence, the case could not survive summary judgment.  The Court of Appeals agreed. 

 Yet we know that there was more information—critical evidence which would 

conclusively show what happened to Aundrea Robinson, and how, and what the Defendants 

knew.  That evidence is believed to be long gone—either lost or destroyed, intentionally or 

accidentally, but beyond the reach of discovery.  The Court of Appeals explicitly approved this 

loss of evidence, even though it destroys Mr. Robinson’s ability to seek redress for the harm he 

suffered.  The Defendants have successfully defended against his claims even though they lost or 

destroyed material information.  No matter the reasoning, the Opinion therefore creates an open 

incentive to “lose” or outright destroy evidence.   

 The Court’s ruling in the Thomas case also helped strengthen the Rules of Civil 

Procedure, which were adopted was to bring an end to the era of trial by ambush and litigation 

through gamesmanship.  The Rules “shall be construed to secure the just, speedy, and 

inexpensive determination of every action.” MRCP 1.  The Courts have endeavored to eliminate 

the old means of ambush and surprise that were prevalent before the adoption of the Rules, and 

to continue revising the text of the Rules and the interpretation of them in order to do justice.  

For “improper utilization of the rules invariably results in the type of gamesmanship and ambush 

techniques . . . that the rules were designed to abolish.” Holmes v. Holmes, 628 So.2d 1361, 

1365 (Miss. 1993); see also MRCP 37 (violations of discovery can result in sanctions); Pierce v. 
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Heritage Properties, Inc., 688 So.2d 1385, 1392 (Miss. 1997) (upholding dismissal of a 

plaintiff’s complaint when she repeatedly lied throughout discovery and trial).      

 The Thomas case embraces the spirit of the Rules and created a clear doctrine to halt any 

improper games in discovery where one side might destroy evidence in order to gain an 

advantage.  The Thomas and Pierce cases welded steel to this lofty language—so that anyone 

who violated discovery or destroyed evidence risked a damning instruction at trial.   

 The Opinion by the Court of Appeals removes this crucial undergirding, and in doing so, 

does damage to the ability of people like Mr. Robinson to seek the just, speedy, and inexpensive 

determination of their losses.  See Miss. Const. of 1890 art. 3, § 24 (“All courts shall be open; 

and every person for an injury done to him, in his land, goods, person or reputation, shall have a 

remedy by due course of the law, and right and justice shall be administered, without sale, denial, 

or delay”).   

 Certiorari must be granted in order to halt the incentive to destroy evidence.   

Conclusion 

 Because the Court of Appeals ignores binding precedent by the Supreme Court regarding 

the spoliation of evidence, in doing so even incentivizing the loss or destruction of relevant 

evidence, this Court should grant certiorari review.  

 For these two reasons, the Supreme Court must grant certiorari to this case, and 

REVERSE the Court of Appeals’ opinion affirming the trial court trial’s dismissal of Mr. 

Robinson’s claims, and REMAND this case for trial.     

 Respectfully submitted, this the 14th day of February, 2017. 

         s/ David Neil McCarty    

       David Neil McCarty   

 Miss. Bar No. 101620    

 DAVID NEIL MCCARTY LAW FIRM, PLLC

 416 East Amite Street   

 Jackson, Miss. 39201   
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